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formation reaching him from St. Petersburg, Paris, and London. Reports of Russian military preparations (to be discussed presently) indicated that St. Petersburg would not remain indifferent to the fate of Serbia. Poincare showed determination to stand by Russia. Most disturbing of all, Grey told the German ambassador Prince Lichnow-sky that "Serbia had agreed to Austrian demands to an extent that he would never have believed possible/7 and the tenor of Grey's remarks led the ambassador to the conclusion that Germany "would no longer be able to count on British sympathy or British support" (July 27, N.S.). Beginning with July 27, N.S., Bethmann Hollweg made several demarches designed to induce Berchtold to accept some of the proposals for settlement advanced by Grey and Sazonov, and he offered a plan, originated by Emperor William, providing for the temporary occupation of Belgrade by the Austrians as a pledge for the fulfillment of Serbian promises. An exchange of telegrams between William and the tsar (July 29 to August 1, N.S.) marked the final stage of the abortive diplomatic negotiations to avert the catastrophe.
In a tense international situation such as that created by the Austrian ultimatum, the legitimate considerations of national defense were bound to find themselves in conflict with the equally legitimate desire to preserve peace, and as the situation developed the control of events tended to pass from statesmen and diplomats to the military. From the very beginning of the crisis Sazonov was faced with a dilemma: measures of military preparedness diminished the chances for a peaceful settlement, while abstention from warlike preparations involved the risk of dire consequences if the efforts to maintain peace failed. The experience of Sazonov, and his immediate predecessors in office, with Germany and Austria-Hungary had been unfortunate; and the policy of Vienna in July, 1914, and that of Berlin until July 28, N.S., would seem to justify the assumption that a European war could be avoided only at the price of sacrificing Serbia, a contingency which, rightly or wrongly, Russia was not prepared to countenance. The unwillingness or inability of Sir Edward Grey to side definitely with Russia and France—understandable and, perhaps, inevitable as it was in the light of British political tradition, lack of interest in Serbia, and the deep cleavage in the Asquith cabinet—deprived English diplomatic intervention of much of its effectiveness, encouraged the aggressive policies of Austria-Hungary and Germany, and indirectly strength-

